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Erratum: Beam emittance measurement with laser wire scanners
in the International Linear Collider beam delivery system
[Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 10, 112801 (2007)]
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DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.11.019902 PACS numbers: 41.75.Fr, 41.85.Qg, 99.10.Cd
The email address of one of the authors (Mark Woodley) was given incorrectly: instead of mwd@slac.stanford.edu one
should read mdw@slac.stanford.edu.
There is a typographical error on page 3. The projected emittance definition should read
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:
Also on page 3, there is a typographical error in the definition of MXY . It should read
 MXY 
R11;1R33;1 R11;1R34;1 R12;1R33;1 R12;1R34;1
R11;2R33;2 R11;2R34;2 R12;2R33;2 R12;2R34;2
R11;3R33;3 R11;3R34;3 R12;3R33;3 R12;3R34;3
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